Propidium iodide and PicoGreen as dyes for the DNA fluorescence correlation spectroscopy measurements.
Many experimental designs, in which nucleic acid conformational changes are of interest, require reliable fluorescence labeling. The appropriate fluorescence probe should have suitable optical properties and, more importantly, should not interfere with the investigated processes. In order to avoid chemical modifications the fluorescence label needs to be associated with nucleic acid via weak non-covalent interactions. There are a number of fluorescent probes that change their fluorescent properties (i.e. their quantum yield and/or spectral characteristics) upon association with nucleic acid. Such probes are frequently used to detect, visualize and follow processes involving nucleic acid and its conformational changes. In order to obtain reliable data regarding macromolecule or aggregate topology a detailed knowledge of probe-nucleic acid interactions on the molecular level is needed. In this paper we show that the association of propidium iodide with DNA alters its conformation and that it selectively labels plasmid fragments and/or its subpopulations in a concentration-dependent meaner. Another dye, PicoGreen, exhibits better properties. It labels nucleic acid uniformly and without any concentration-dependent artifacts.